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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0731032A1] Box provided with a bottom panel (1) and with a first (4,5) and a second (8,9) pair of vertical parallel side walls. Each side
wall comprises a side wall panel, each side wall panel of a pair forming a corner of the box with a side wall panel of the other pair. Each side wall
panel of each pair is connected to the bottom panel by one bottom folding line (2,3,6,7), a reinforcing sleeve being arranged at least near each
corner of the box, which reinforcing sleeve is substantially perpendicular to the plane of the bottom and encloses a cavity. Blank for the manufacture
of a box. The blank is provided with a bottom panel with a number of corners (A,B,C,D), with a first pair and a second pair of parallel side wall
panels. Each side wall panel is connected to the bottom panel by one bottom folding line and has end edges transverse to the bottom folding line,
and a number, equal to the number of corners, of extension flap groups. Each extension flap group is connected near an associated corner to a side
wall panel concerned by one folding line, neighbouring extension flaps in each group being mutually connected by folding lines. The extension flaps
with folding lines of each group are arranged and designed in such a way that after folding on the folding lines, each extension flap group forms a
reinforcing sleeve which encloses a cavity, at least near the associated corner. <IMAGE>
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